
More than 80 assessed vulnerable children have gone 
through our programme this year, kindly sponsored by 
friends in the UK—they now have a chance to succeed!  Our office in Muona 
was closed in 2010 but we’ve continued to support our students there through to 
Form 4 and they’ll take their final exams this term. 

Moringa - We’ve new vision for moringa—a tropical tree 
with leaves laden with nutrients: vitamins, calcium, potassium, 
iron & protein. Malawi is devoid of adequate nutrition, so we’ll 
grow more moringa, harvesting the leaves for processing into 
powder as a nutritional supplement. We plan 450 more 
trees on site, and a further 600 in Makhonja in due course  
 

OHP Site - Exchange rates have suddenly become very 
favourable at the moment, so it’s a great time to complete 
our building programme, investing heavily into the local 
economy through building personnel and materials.  
We plan to build a Processing Unit in September 2012,     
combining wet and dry areas for both milk and moringa, 
and complete the security wall for the safety of our 17 local  
staff and many visitors, with a maintenance programme to 
keep buildings in good order and improve facilities. 
 

Solar Power - Electricity supply is unreliable, so keeping 
our fridge/freezer going is a major challenge as it houses 
vet drugs as well as goats’ milk, We’re reconsidering solar 
power, hoping to extend to the whole site, bit by bit. 
 

Next trip - Sept/Nov 2012, to supervise agri-planting, and 
welcome FGW trainers visiting us from South Africa! 
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Last years Food Programme that finished in March 2012 was highly successful. 
Many hundreds assessed “at risk” were given maize each month during the hunger 
period (Christmas to harvest). This April, we bought in 15 tonnes of maize—even 
more than last year—despite the price increasing by a third, and the milling price 
doubling. The laborious preparation & packing process is complete, and it is now 
safely stored, protected from weevils, and ready for issue later in the year. 

The tanks at our Centre are working well, and we’ve had 
water on site most of the time unless the pipes have been 
broken. External improvements to the current system are 
due to begin in July, which should help in the dry season. 

The Phala Water Scheme is still on the cards—it’s a new 
scheme, taking water from a fresh source (Phala) and will 
provide safe water to thousands more people in neglected 
villages. We’re working alongside Action Aid on this one 
and will be seeking funding for this over the next few years. 

Following reported concerns for an elderly widow, we 
visited, and though we’re used to the appalling housing 
conditions of the poor, we found hers distressing.  

Dinah’s home was a small, mud-brick hut, damp, dark, 
and windowless, with 3 tiny rooms all blackened by 
smoke, and a leaking grass roof about to collapse. No 
food, furniture, nor bedding, just a few clay cooking 
pots and a wooden trough to pound grain. She was 
widowed many years ago, with just one remaining 
daughter, who is herself overwhelmed with caring for 
20 of her extended family. She shares what she has 
with her mother, but there’s never enough, and Dinah 
is frail, hungry, and without any form of income.  

Sadly this is a typical example of those Aid Africa  
serve out in the rural areas, but the good news is that 
we built Dinah a new house. The keys were handed 
over the day before we left and she’s delighted to be 
able to rest dry and safe at last—and be included in 
vegetable distribution and our Food Programme! 

Dinah, Lynda and the old house—   

More and more are becoming infected and weakening. We still fund transport to  
collect ARV’s (AIDS treatment) but a well balanced diet is also vital. We helped our 
AIDS support group celebrate with a simple meal—most were thrilled to have meat!  

For ordinary people, everyday life is a grim challenge. Once again, hunger is      
expected to be much worse than last year, due to drought. A severe fuel shortage 
severely hampered our work - though it didn’t directly affect those living in mud huts, 
the resultant soaring food and commodity prices did. Delays in water distribution  
improvement, political upheaval, poor electricity supply, and extreme weather all  
add pressure to an already stressed and disadvantaged society.   

Dinah is just one of those affected ...... 

Alekeleni and her little brother Zodabwitza happily receiving new clothes. These two 
are orphans that we’ve been caring for for some time. Their mother suffered from 
leprosy, and we provided food, a chicken project, and built a house for the family just 
before she died, which the children are now living in, safe and secure. 

Aid Africa/Open Hand Projects is still making significant strides 
in helping the  vulnerable in the rural areas of Malawi—empowering 
the able-bodied towards self-sufficiency and alleviating the effects 
of acute poverty for the frail and marginalised.......   
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Dinah and her new house—  
            it even has 2 windows!!!!! 

Open Hand Projects 
is the local working title of 

AID AFRICA  
and transforms thousands of 
lives in the remote rural areas  

of southern Malawi 

We gave away knitted blankets, clothing, food, vegetable seeds,  
seedlings, rabbits, goats, chickens, tools, working materials, small 
business grants, reading glasses, and helped with funding health care.  



One of our greatest joys during our time in Malawi was a visit of a 
beautiful little girl—Happiness— the first baby to ever receive 
goats’ milk from OHP.  Back in 2006, Happiness lost her mother.  
She was just a month old, and in the care of her grandmother 
who was unable to feed her. On the very day we managed to get 
our first half-cup of clean milk from our goats we heard about 
their situation and sent milk to them - the beginning of our Milk 
Programme.  This became the daily routine, and Happiness not 
only survived—she thrived!  We lost touch, so it was wonderful to 

meet her again, bright, beautiful and full of life. Often, the trials and tribulations of 
dairy goat management in the bush are exasperating, but the goats are worth 
their weight in gold when it comes to saving ultra-vulnerable babies! 

Our milk programme continues to develop....      
Earlier this year several saanen goats (high milk producers)       
arrived on site from South Africa after much confusion and delays 
in transport and quarantine. They arrived in poor condition, but all 
have recovered well and are now forming the foundation of a   
higher-yielding herd. 
 
And we need the increase in milk—
malnutrition among infants is soaring. Our milk 
is distributed freely at various locations in the 

remote areas, to orphaned and AIDS-affected babies, and those 
whose mothers are too malnourished to effectively breast-feed. 
So we’re urgently cranking up our goat food production to raise 
milk yield to meet the ever increasing need for quality nutrition. 

In April we made an unannounced visit to the routine “Milk Drop” in     
Bwanali Village. As we arrived mums with their babies sang and danced in enthusiastic welcome. 
These children had only been on the programme for a few months, so it was encouraging to see  
the obvious improvement in their health and weight. 

Sargeant—our 
new saanen stud 

After careful consideration, we’ve turned the site over to primarily growing 
forage for our animals, and moringa to process into a nutritional food supplement.  
We brought in extra workers for several months to clear ground from 
huge quantities of stones, weeds, and buried building rubble in our  
mission to utilise every inch of land. Using agro-forestry techniques, 
we’ll also grow nitrate-laden soya and legumes alley-style,  
including dual-purpose crops for both the hungry, and as  
quality animal food. 

150 vulnerable families received mustard before we left. 

Our BUV 

Veterinary Care - This is a major concern—our goat care is probably the best in 
the country, judging by what else we’ve seen, but veterinary support is almost non-
existent. Our local Gov Agri Advisor helps as best he can, but has little expertise, 
and no medical equipment or drugs. We were horrified to hear that there isn’t even 
an adequate vet laboratory in the country, and so any serious samples taken would 
be forwarded to South Africa or Zimbabwe for analysis. We—and the whole area—
need a Veterinary Centre!  Any vets out there who would like to help us??? 

Our “Basic Utility Vehicle” has proved a popular  
addition to our site, it’s appreciated by the staff and 
community alike. Despite the chronic fuel shortage  
that stripped the country of both petrol & diesel, it’s  
delivered milk to outlying areas - and returned 
stacked with greenstuff for the goats! Over the 
months it’s been used as an emergency ambulance, 
it’s carried cement, and river sand, bran, maize and  
composting materials. It’s become iconic! 

Conservation Farming—Farming God’s Way (FGW)  
The results of the harvest trial plots were amazing:-        
A FGW plot = 25kgs of maize, planted in traditional ridged format = 6kgs.   

FGW demo plot on site 

Preparing mustard 
for distribution 

Numbers grew and in the end 140 people had seen part or all of 
the training course, averaging at 60 per session.  Each session 
was accompanied by practical demonstration of composting, 
preparing ground, inputs, planting seed, thinning, weeding etc.  
Unfortunately the Course is in English so we’re looking forward 
to the arrival of the Chichewa version later in the year, as having 
to pause every minute or two for translation is tedious and     
disruptive to the core subject.  
 
Our plans? Later this year we aim to set up demo plots around the communities 
so locals can watch both the process and progress of conservation farming.     
Composting is the key—if groups successfully construct a 2mx2mx2m heap, it will 
show their commitment to the programme so we’ll send out teams to help them  
prepare a larger plot on their community garden site ready for the rains in November.  
We’ll also provide OPV seeds, for both the FGW community gardens and the general 
ones—the volunteers of which will be invited to train in FGW techniques next year. 
 
New Land 
Needing more land for forage and moringa, we bought a new 
plot in Makhonja in April. This is excellent ground—50m x 55m 
– level, with no stones (!) in a good location for demonstrating 
FGW, and easily accessible by the BUV for bringing in tools, 
personnel,  materials, even water when necessary! We’ll lend 
part to our AIDS support group as a Community Garden this 
year, and help them plant it FGW style, with all produce being shared 
between their frailest members. 

Any new programme challenges the traditional 
mindset of local communities but working through 
Village Heads, we invited volunteers to join us for 
training in FGW.  For seven weeks we projected 
the FGW DVD’s onto the wall of the Training Hall.  
The first week there were over 40 participants and 
as the power was off, we all gathered around a 
laptop screen till the battery ran out, but as much 
of the training was on composting, our heaps   
outside the Hall provided a good visual aid!  

Composting on site 

Our  
new land 

On site   


